Subject: To the attention of [vacancy title]
Date: [day month year]

Dear [name of recipient],

Through this letter, I would like to express my interest in the position [job title] and introduce myself briefly.

During my search for a new job, I came across [job title] on the vacancy of [advertiser] at [company name] and  didn't hesitate for a second to respond.

[work field] is close to my heart: [evidence proving this]. In addition to my studies, I did an internship at [relevant internship + company name]. Besides that, I have [something you undertook on your own initiative that has an affinity with this position], [proof that has concretely resulted from this initiative; monthly visitors, etc.]. Therefore the vacancy of [job title] at your organization is  perfect for me.

Becoming [job title] at [company name] seems great to me because [reason for applying with regard to mission/vision/cases of the organization]. I am sure that my qualities can be put to good use during [job description(s) position]. My experiences, competences and interests fit in well with the company description of [company name]. In addition, I have the ambition to grow my skills as a [job title within field] as well as possible, I am convinced that you have come to the right place for that. [work field] is of great importance to [relevant sector] and I would like to be part of a team that feels the same way.

I expect that my competences and experiences will fit in well with the work as a [job title]. I hope the profile I outlined matches the person who is wanted for this position. I will of course be happy to explain my motivation and enclosed resume in more detail in person.

I am immediately available and preferably I could start from [start date].

Kind regards,
[first name + last name]

Link to resume
Link to LinkedIn
Link to portfolio


